What’s In The Box
Please read each step before you attempt to set up. Save
these instructions for future reference. Return the Warranty
Card within 10 days of purchase.
•1 Aero-Dome™ Frame Fully Assembled

•1 Carry Bag

•1 Aero-Dome™ Top (with attachment hooks)

•4 Piece Stake Kit

How To Set Up

Important: The first time you set up your Aero-Dome™, the top must be
hooked onto the frame. After performing Step 1 below, unfold the Aero-Dome™ top and
drape over partially opened frame. Locate the attachment hook on each corner of the
Aero-Dome™ top and clip into the hole located on frame just below corner caps on each
leg (See Illustration below). Continue with steps 2-7.

4. Lift two adjacent outer legs
and pull out inner legs until snap
button locks.
5a. Before adjusting other
legs; stand under shelter and
locate flex rod sets clipped to
inside of trusses. Remove flex rod
sets from clips. Lengthen flex rod
by connecting rods at center
metal divider.
5b. Firmly insert end of flex

®

in center of area to be
sheltered. Remove cover bag. With partner
on opposite side, grasp two outer legs,
slightly lift off ground and step backwards,
stopping at full arms’ length.

hub attached to end. Connect
other three flex rods into center
hub. Be sure all flex rods are fully
inserted into both the center hub
and the corner plastic leg caps.

7. Lift up the remaining two
outer legs and pull out inner legs
until snap button locks. Use stakes
to secure in windy conditions.

2. Grasp the top and bottom of diamondshaped area of trusses. Slightly lift shelter up
and push hands together while stepping
backwards until shelter is fully opened.
Be careful not to pinch fingers
or pull backwards too hard as
trusses will bend.

3. Engage auto slider at each corner by
pushing up on slider with one hand while
pushing down on top of leg with other hand.
Snap button will engage in hole. Repeat step
on remaining legs.

3. Lower remaining legs.

IMPORTANT! Read this information before proceeding.
It is the user’s responsibility to take the following precautions
at all times.
• Use caution when handling the E-Z UP® folding frame. Avoid pinching
hands or fingers as frame opens or closes.

• Do not use shelter in a lightning storm.
• The E-Z UP® Aero-Dome™ is designed as a temporary shelter. Do not
leave up for extended periods.
• Do not leave your E-Z UP® Aero-Dome™ unattended.

4. Release auto slider at all four
corners by slightly lifting up on slider
with one hand while depressing snap
button with other hand. Once snap
button is depressed, push slider
down past snap button.

5. With partner on opposite side,
grasp top and bottom of diamondshaped area of trusses and slightly
lift up. Shake shelter a little, pulling
hands apart, while stepping towards
partner until shelter is 3/4 closed.

• Keep all flame and heat sources away from top fabric. Do not build fires
within shelter enclosure.

Fire retardant - meets CPAI-84 requirements.

Care and Maintenance
For long lasting durability and the best possible
protection for your E-Z UP® Aero-Dome™, follow
these E-Z care and maintenance instructions:
• Use a mild soap (not detergent) and plenty of water for top cleaning.
• Let the E-Z UP® top and frame dry completely before closing or storing
to avoid mildew.
• Frame will operate and look better if occasionally wiped with silicone
spray, especially before and after use in damp conditions. Remove
excess silicone residue before applying top.

How To Take Down
1. With a partner, lift adjacent
outer legs slightly, depress snap
button and telescope inner legs
into outer legs.

Important Information

• Always stake or weight down your E-Z UP®. Do not use in any potentially
windy or rainy weather. Wind and rain can damage the E-Z UP®
Aero-Dome™ and may also result in injury to you or others. Therefore,
do not rely on shelter for protection in heavy or prolonged rain storms.

rod that is attached to frame in
plastic corner bracket holes. Upon
insertion, all four rods should
point at each other.

6. Locate flex rod with center

1. Place E-Z UP

2. Before adjusting other legs,
detach three flex rods from the center hub, remembering one rod
remains attached to hub. Pull out
rods from corner bracket holes.
Disconnect each rod set at center
metal divider, fold flex rod in half,
and clip free end of rod into retaining clips located on the trusses.

6. Grasp adjacent outer legs and
push shelter together until fully
closed. Be careful not to
pinch fingers! Do not
push hard. Put cover bag
over shelter.

• Use a seam sealer if top leaks or drips water. Available at most
hardware and sporting goods stores.
• Slightly tighten bolts if frame becomes loose.

Customer Service Hot Line

(800) 235-5637

